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As the sun lights the horizon, and the mist begins to clear, what shapes do you begin to see; what

noises do you hear? Perhaps you'll see a swishing tail, huge footprints, or a beak. I think I heard a

distant roar...and did you hear something shriek? Giles Andreae and David Wojtowycz have

combined their talents once again to create this funny, rhythmic and fact filled picture book about

the lives of the great dinosaurs. From sun-up to sundown, meet the creatures that swam, roamed &

flew over prehistoric earth. This title is brimming with vivid, bold illustrations paired with clever

rhymes about every child's favorite: Dinosaurs!
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PreSchool-Grade 3â€“Starting with Tyrannosaurus rex, a dozen different dinosaurs introduce

themselves in funny, rhyming verses. The subjects range from the tiny Microraptor ("I'm as little as a

chicken,/but please don't be too hasty!/Although I may be chicken-sized,/I'm nowhere near as

tasty!") to the gigantic Supersaurus ("My neck is so long I can stretch it/to nibble the tops of tall

trees./I like to look down at my friends on the ground/who barely reach up to my knees!"). Phonetic

guides appear beneath each species name to help with pronunciation. The cartoon illustrations are

absolutely gorgeous and enhance the humor of the text. The pages are filled with striking hues, and

the creatures pop out from the richly colored scenes to delight the eye. Each dinosaur wears an

enchantingly childlike smile or scowl. Most of the paintings fill two pages, while the text dances



gracefully across the spreads. This book is a great choice for reading aloud or sharing one-on-one,

and fluent readers will love giggling their way through it alone.â€“Wanda Meyers-Hines, Ridgecrest

Elementary School, Huntsville, AL Copyright Â© Reed Business Information, a division of Reed

Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

A dozen different dinosaurs introduce themselves in funny, rhyming verses. . . . The cartoon

illustrations are absolutely gorgeous. . . . A great choice for reading aloud or sharing one-on-one,

and fluent readers will love giggling their way through it alone. (School Library Journal) --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Cute book! Actually teaches a few things while keep it at a young level. Seems a little violent, which

I know is par for the course with dinosaurs, but my daughter is 2 so doesn't understand that aspect

yet. And she loves it.

I got this book for my son (now almost two) for Christmas and he loves it! He asks for it by name

almost every night before bedtime. There are certainly some books in my kids' library that I hate

reading, but this isn't one of them. I really like the illustrations, and the bright colors (which I am

using to help teach my son to identify colors). The rhymes are great, and it is educational. Great

purchase!

Great book, would purchase again.

My four year old twins love this book. I appreciate the pronunciation guide on each page!! My boys

love the sing-song poetry and love learning about dinosaurs!

My daughter loves dinosaurs and since she is 5 I like to get her books with lots of bright, colorful,

animated artwork so this drew my attention immediately. The book is really cute and she loves

reading it. She also loves Rumble in the Jungle and Giraffes can't dance.

My 3 and 5 yr old granddaughters love dinosaurs, so this book was a great hit.

My daughter has read this to my grandson eight times and that was in one day. It catches my

grandson's curiosity and the art work is fantastic. It is a very fun way to learn about dinosaur's.



My son first had this book from the Library. He LOVED it so much we had to buy him his own copy.

Its one of his favorite books to read at bed time.
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